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“The Mormon Liberal.” Chicago Jewish Forum Spring 1944: 192–96. (Written under the pseudonym George Chipman.)


(Written under the pseudonym D. Phillips.)


“The University and Public Issues.” Lecture delivered at an open meeting sponsored by students at the University of Chicago, fall 1965.


“The Compleat Equivocator: or, How the Dean Entered with Unqualified Sympathy into Many Different and Utterly Contradictory Intellectual Positions and Emerged Smelling Like a Rose.” Opening address for the Festival of the Arts at the University of Chicago, May 1969.


“The Meeting of Minds.” College Composition and Communication 23 (1972): 242–50. Address to the annual CCCC luncheon, 26 Nov. 1971, during the NCTE convention, Las Vegas, NV.


“The Good Teacher as Threat.” Address at reunion of Quantrell Prize winners, spring 1977.


“The Pleasures and Pitfalls of Irony: or, Why Don’t You Say What You
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“Is There Any Knowledge a Woman Must Have?” Speech delivered to undergraduates of the University of Chicago at the invitation of the Liberal Arts Forum, December 1980.


“Let’s Be Practical: An Imaginary Talk by a Staleperson to This Year’s Entering Class of Freshpersons.” Florida Review 12 (Winter 1984): 1-10.
“Catching the Overflow.” College English 46 (Feb. 1984): 140-42.
“What Do We Mean When We Talk about Irony?” Harper’s Magazine May 1984: 11-12.
Reviews


“Yes, But Are They Really Novels?” Review of six novels. *Yale Review*.


**WORKS ABOUT WAYNE BOOTH**

**REVIEWS**

*The Rhetoric of Fiction*


The Knowledge Most Worth Having

Now Don't Try to Reason with Me

A Rhetoric of Irony

Modern Dogma and the Rhetoric of Assent

Critical Understanding

The Company We Keep


*The Vocation of a Teacher*


*The Harper and Row Rhetoric*


**ARTICLES**


**DISSERTATIONS**

